
Welcome PTSA 
members!



Myths & Facts:

Tobacco, 
Marijuana, and 
Alcohol
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Vaping - Myth or Fact

1. Vaping is a healthy 
alternative to cigarettes.
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Myth.

2. Vape clouds are just harmless 
water vapor.

Myth.



Facts about Tobacco/Vaping 

-After a Puff of a 
cigarette, Nicotine 
reaches the brain in 

8 seconds

Vaping can cause: 
-Cancer 
-Heart disease 
-Strokes
-Lung disease 
-diabetes 
-emphysema 
-chronic bronchitis 

The tobacco Industry 
target youth by: 
-innovated products
-celebrities/influencers 
- Fun colors 
-Flavors 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjDP8rTktWw


Marijuana - Myth or Fact?

1. Marijuana use can negatively affect your 
performance in school and athletics.
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Fact.
2. Marijuana isn’t addictive.

Myth.



Facts about Marijuana 

Potential health 
effects of marijuana 
use: 
-Respiratory 
problems
-Depression
-Cancer 

Marijuana use  that 
starts in 
adolescence can 
lower your IQ score 
and permanently 
erase up to 8 IQ
points-even if you 
stop consuming it

Research says that 1 
in 10 people who use 
marijuana may 
become addicted-
AND 1 in 6 when use 
begins before 18 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Luw2tiMuLk


Alcohol - Myth or Fact?
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1. Alcohol isn’t as harmful as other drugs.

Myth.

2.  Most young people don’t drink alcohol. 

Fact.
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Facts about Alcohol  

- Alcohol is the 3rd most common cause of deaths in the U.S. 

- It is the most commonly abused substance and it only takes 30 
seconds for alcohol to reach the brain 

- People who begin drinking before the age of 15 are four times 
more likely to develop a problem with alcohol than those those 
who wait until they are 21 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EY37BFmVxwQ


How can you help as parents/teachers?

- Get educated on the effects of drugs and alcohol.
- Talk with your kids about the dangers.
- Tell your teens how you feel about these risky 

behaviors.
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Resources:

Talk. They Hear You Campaign Future Forward Campaign
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SCCY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jL0uZQjggA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMALlRm2ZAw
https://www.sacramentoccy.org/talkTheyHearYou.html


Any Questions? Please Ask! 

Follow us for more information! 

@SacramentoCCY@sacramentoccy @Sacramento CCY 
for FUTURE 

FORWARD videos 

https://www.sacramentoccy.org/

THANK YOU

https://www.sacramentoccy.org/

